
FACULTY STAFF SENATE 
Meeting Minutes 
September 20, 2017 3:15-4:45 Casey 517 

In Attendance:  

 Kimberly Gawlik 
 Erica Lilleleht 
 Rachel  Luft (Acting President) 
 David Madsen 
 Elise Murowchick 
 Felipe Murtinho 
 Heather Reis Fike (Vice-President) 
 Christina Roberts 
 Naomi Rosenberg 
 Hannah Tracy 

 

Executive Session: 3:15-3:45 

Have you heard?   

Thoughts about the retreat on Friday.  We need a representative body that doesn’t add more bodies.  
Trying to get more people will be difficult.   

Seems like we want a new governance structure but don’t want to weary the College with yet another 
suggestion.  

Hate Speech event on Sept. 26 at 12:30.   

Discussion concerning some challenges to hate speech   

• Anyone can use SUOnline to find classes and rooms without logging in.  Worried about non-SU 
people finding where people are.  Will be fixed on October 16 with new system.   

• Public Safety coordinates with SPD for events when outside people come in to speak.   
• Wait to see what happens;.  So far, just talking.  Would rather see whether need to work with 

police when they are problematic for some communities. 

Discussion of Endowed chairs and Honors Director 

• Both terms are over this year.  
• Need selection committee for Honors Director position.  Honors bylaws says there will be a 

selection committee.  It is the University Honors program but under A&S.  The Dean appoints 
committee and needs to do so soon.   



• For Endowed Chairs. Need selection committee and criteria and guidelines.  There are guidelines 
but very vague.   

• Both chairs are presently in Humanities and in same department.   
• Committees for each endowed chair didn’t know what the other committee was doing.   
• Reconsider timing since they come with course releases.  That is hard on chairs and scheduling.   

 
Discussion of early start to elections in spring.   
 

• The earlier the better for scheduling representatives.   
• Pre election work will be done in winter.  
• If we want to add nominee statements will give us more time to get statements from people.   
• Do people have energy at end of spring quarter or upset we’ve had no spring break and not 

anxious to immediately begin elections? 
• Will decide in November. 

Discussion on space issues.   

• Xavier 160 space is crowded and FERPA violation.   
• People are going to Jeff Philpott university space czar about space for faculty.  Opportunity to 

discuss how faculty are using space.   
• Need office sharing.  
• Would be good plenary topic.   
• Adjuncts who can’t meet with students affects evaluations which affects jobs.  Put on agenda for 

next meeting. 

Regular Session: 3:45-4:45 

Dean Powers and Lauren Van Fossen attended. 

• Elections for ACA rep and Global Affairs position  
• Heather passed around time line and call for elections.   
• Timeline follows Global Affairs’ need to have someone by the end of October to review study 

abroad proposals.   
• Edit paragraph on submitting statement.  Decided on… What do you have to offer? Why would 

you like to serve and what you might bring to the position.   

Agreements: 

• Report content without attributing to person.   
• Agreements are procedural and don’t require a vote.    
• It is a living document.  Write preamble this is a living document and work in progress.   

Quick Announcements: 

Catherine Punsalan would like to be aware of programming of ICTC and to encourage participation in 
activities 

Formal Conversation of Governance with EC: 



• EC’s idea: Joint meeting – committee promotes proposal:  Other group has 3 months to counter 
or respond. 

• FSS:  3 months too long – EC ineffective 
Propose: other body has 6 weeks to counter or respond.  Cannot vote no but can have counter 
proposal and changes   

• Should we have alternative model to EC? 
• Recognition EC already has a lot of power and information – important voices but 

disproportionate power and workload can also be a problem.   
• What constitutes another proposal as opposed to minor changes? 
• Which issues should be brought to joint meeting?   

Was it brought to EC the function of EC was being discussed? There are no members at meeting   
• Dean:  EC was aware FSS would be discussed.  Was on the agenda and could be here for 

meeting.   
• What’s a big enough issue to start with?  APRs, teaching evaluation and other significant policy 

changes 
• FSS these situations are big enough and can ask EC what they think   
• If it’s going to require a lot of work on FSS part we would want joint meeting.  If EC came up with 

proposal they could present to us   
• Several people at EC retreat didn’t have any idea why FSS upset and didn’t know why we chose 

SET or considered it an important issue.  It was as if it hardly made their radar.  
• Governance is people participating.  Shared purpose.  Strategic choice of issue meaningful to 

both groups   
• Student evaluations is already to go.  Affects everyone.  FSS already did the work.  Would qualify 

for joint commission.  See where it stands with EC.  If resurrect the proposal it could it be a way 
to see what went wrong.  Communication?  Content?  There was an EC subcommittee.   

• Could have a conversation about direction of proposal?  Conversation could be bullet points on 
why this important – differences on how questions developed?   

• A disagreement doesn’t stop the conversation.  We will need to have discussion and votes   
• EC vote not representative  - how do we illustrate the importance of this work?  Psychometric 

issues are not enough.  It must talk to justice issues on campus.  It’s not the only content 
expertise   

• Disparity in knowledge between two groups.  FSS spent hours and hours and asked peers to 
come in.  It was shared and very few in EC studied it.  How can we disagree when they 
researched so little.  Don’t have the same base of knowledge.  Understand workload but could 
have done the work.   

• Is EC the body that can handle this process?  We can have a joint session, check in with EC.  
Conversation as opposed to proposal to look at?  If we visited each other’s meetings 
conversation would be better.  FSS wrote bylaws promoting shared governance and openness.   

• EC is very hierarchical not bi-cameral.  It’s the culture of EC.  Maybe should focus on working on 
culture and procedure of EC.   

• Question to Dean.  Do you think SET needs revisited?  Answer: It could be better. Should move 
forward with what was proposed.  Voice is important.  Would like to see something happen on 



this issue because of voice, invested time and research important to FSS.  Push to move outside 
the comfort zones and non-hierarchical.  Leadership needs to put their opinions out there.  

Will put on agenda to continue discussion for next meeting. 

 


